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The type approval body Inspecta Sertifiointi Oy has issued a type approval decision based on the Act on the Type
Approval of Certain Construction Products (95412012) to demonstrate that the product meets the requirements of
the documents Ympdrist<iministeridn asetus hitsattavien betoniterdsten ja betoniterdsverkkojen olennaisista
teknisistd vaatimuksista 12512016 (Ministry of the Environment Decree on essential technical requirements of
weldable reinforcing steel and mesh reinforcements) and Ympdristdministeri6n asetus hitsattavien
betoniterdsten ja betoniterdsverkkoien tyyppihyvdksynnistd 126t2016 (Ministry of the Environment Decree on
type approval of weldable reinforcing steel and mesh reinforcements), The decision concerns the following product:

Reinforcement mesh 8500A-SF55, diameters 6 - 10 mm
The characteristics of the product are as follows:
Characteristic value of offset limit 500 Mpa
Characteristic value of breaking yield ratio 1,0S
Characteristic value of overall uniform elongation 2,5 %
Linear density: meets the requirements
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Welding class SF55

, The product is designed to be used for the reinforcement of load-bearing concrete structures.
The technical properties of the product have been type tested in the extent presenled in standard SFS 1300:2014,
and the factory's internal production quality control system meets the requirements of the standard.
Manufacturer of the product:

Joint-stock company "SK "LenStroyDetal"
ul. Sedova 6, 192019 Saint Petersburg

Manufacturing place of the product: Saint petersburg, Rusiia
The type approval decision has been made on 201T-07-14.
The decision is in effect until2022-07-14.

Mikko T6rmdnen, Managing Director

The type approval
_
The decision is in

decision is based on the initial production inspection and the testing commissioned by the type approval body.
effect provided that the requirements included in the General Rules forFroduct Certificatibn and the above-mentioneo
regulations and documents are continuously met. The quality conkol certifier mentioned in the annex continuously monitors the internal
production quality control carried out by the factory and performs selection and testing of random samples. lf the pioduct is
transferred to
the scope of the CE marking, the type approval expires. The validity of the decision can be checked at www.inspecta.fi
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